MECHANICAL DOCK BARRICADE - DJG-100MW

MODEL NUMBER: DJG-100MW
OVERALL LENGTH: 133 1/4"
OVERALL WIDTH: 24"
ARM HEIGHT RAISED: 149"
ARM HEIGHT LOWERED: 32"
FITS STANDARD 8' WIDE DOOR
BLACK/YELLOW SAFETY TAPE
INCLUDES LOCK BAR ON ARM POST
**PADLOCK NOT INCLUDED!!!**
MECHANICAL HAND WINCH OPERATION
DURABLE LIQUID PAINT YELLOW FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AGREE THAT THE PRODUCT AS REPRESENTED SATISFIES DESIGN AND DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE MY DUTY TO CONFIRM PRODUCT AND INSTALLATION COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS.
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